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THE WHOLE TRUTH FROM AN INDEPENDENT PERSPECTIVE from
National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green Space Industry (NORAH)
LUNATIC-PROHIBITION in the Province of Ontario

On April 22nd, 2009, the Government of Ontario implemented legislation for the NEEDLESS, SENSELESS, and MALICIOUS PROHIBITION against pest control products used by the Modern Professional Lawn Care Industry.

An Exception Status was provided to industries like golf, sports fields, specialty turf, forestry, and agriculture — these industries employed THE VERY SAME pest control products otherwise PROHIBITED for the Modern Professional Lawn Care Industry.

The legislation was implemented despite the fact that the PROHIBITED pest control products were still FEDERALLY LEGAL, SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE, and TOTALLY IRREPLACEABLE.

Moreover, there were serious issues with the Ontario Minister of the Environment, John Gerretsen, who was responsible for implementing PROHIBITION. Gerretsen was INDISCREET with his CLOSE PUBLIC ASSOCIATIONS with RADICAL and SUBVERSIVE LUNATIC-PROHIBITION-TERRORISTS.

HORRENDOUS CARNAGE Caused by LUNATIC-PROHIBITION in Ontario

The DEVASTATION of the Professional Lawn Care Industry was EXTENSIVE because there were NO valid economical alternatives to replace the prohibited products.

VIRTUALLY ALL Green Alternatives were almost TOTALLY INEFFECTIVE, except under very specific circumstances.

The Green Alternatives were BOGUS.

They were DISMAL FAILURES.

Consequently, Professional Lawn Care Companies were UNABLE to provide adequate weed and insect control, and were UNABLE to keep their customers satisfied.

BOGUS Green Alternatives have DRAMATICALLY INCREASED the PERSONAL WEALTH and REPUTATION of many of the lunatics operating in organizations related to the investment, sales, distribution, and research.

There is a conflict-of-interest having investors, salesmen, distributors, and researchers of BOGUS Green Alternatives, like Sarritor and Fiesta, serving as Directors who are responsible for making critical decisions on behalf of the entire Professional Lawn Care Industry.
The INSTRUMENTS of PROPAGANDA That Supported LUNATIC–PROHIBITION in Ontario

- Ontario Turfgrass Research Foundation
- Guelph Turfgrass Institute (University of Guelph)
- Ontario Horticultural Trades Association
- LandsCAPE Ontario

These organizations TREACHEROUSLY SUPPORT SOLD–FOR–PROFIT BOGUS Green Alternatives when valid, effective, and safer alternatives to conventional products DO NOT EXIST!

Consequently, these organizations are the INSTRUMENTS of PROPAGANDA for Lunatic–Terrorist–Prohibition in the Province of Ontario.

These organizations are composed of investors, salesmen, distributors, and researchers who are directly involved and PROFITING from BOGUS Green Alternatives.

They will say ANYTHING to advance the SALE–FOR–PROFIT of BOGUS Green Alternatives.

Overall, the opinions originating from people within these organizations are VALUELESS and WORTHLESS in matters concerning BOGUS Green Alternatives.

Their DESPICABLE PARTICIPATION in the LUNATIC–PROHIBITION–CONSPIRACY has EXTENSIVELY DAMAGED and DESTROYED the Professional Lawn Care Industry. ANNIHILATED most of its customers, thus ensuring that THOUSANDS of companies became WORTHLESS and on the verge of being OBLITERATED.

They BETRAYED the Modern Professional Lawn Care Industry, and DESTROYED it!

Because of these organizations, the owners, employees, and families dependent on Professional Lawn Care businesses have faced TERROR, DESPAIR, and DESTITUTION.

Their TREACHEROUS SUPPORT of Lunatic–Terrorist–Prohibition has also led to EXTENSIVE CARNAGE for Professional Lawn Care companies, in the form of HORRIFIC FINES and BUSINESS FAILURES.

It is IRONICAL that people employed by these organizations have retained SAFE, SECURE, WELL–PAYING ENVIRO–LUNATIC PROHIBITION–SUPPORTING JOBS ... AT THE EXPENSE OF THE JOBS THEY DESTROYED IN THE PROFESSIONAL LAWN CARE INDUSTRY.

Moreover, the TREACHERY of these organizations will allow Lunatic–Terrorist–Prohibition to finally SPREAD NATIONALLY for ALL pest control products.

We are living in the 9/11 Era of Environmental Terror!
Which products can I use on lawn pests in Ontario?

*plus* Tips for a healthy lawn

**Presented by**
Ontario Turfgrass Research Foundation and
Ontario Horticultural Trades Foundation
## Why Green Alternatives are DISMAL FAILURES

### BOGUS Green Alternative

**Corn gluten meal herbicide**

**FOR USE ON** — Crabgrass and broad-leaved weeds, such as dandelion and white clover.

**Fiesta herbicide**

(4.43% FeHEDTA)

**FOR USE ON** — Broad-leaved weeds such as black medick, broad-leaved plantain bull thistle, Canada thistle, common chickweed, dandelion, moss and algae, narrow-leaved plantain, white clover.

**Sclerotinia minor (Sarrtor) herbicide**

**FOR USE ON** — Dandelions.

### Reasons for DISMAL FAILURE as a Green Alternative

According to university research, corn gluten meal does not control ANY weeds in any trials under any circumstances. There is NO evidence of pre- or post-emergence weed control. Moreover, corn gluten meal causes a bad odour, attracts rodents, and DOES NOT WORK WELL.

With Fiesta, weed RE-GROWTH will quickly occur. Adequate broad-leaved weed control with Fiesta is only achieved with an EXHORBITANT 6 to 8 applications per season. However, the label allows a maximum limit of two applications per season. Fiesta requires extremely-high-inputs of active ingredient (a.i.) when compared to conventional pest control products. The exceedingly high a.i. rate of Fiesta seems to fly in the face of the desired environmentalist objective of reducing the amount of active ingredient being applied in pest control product programs. Fiesta is stunningly more expensive than conventional pest control products.

Sarrtor essentially acts like a very selective and post-emergent herbicide that MERELY SUPPRESSES a very limited number broad-leaved weed species, such as Dandelion. Unlike conventional herbicides, Sclerotinia minor will never control the entire plant, and RE-GROWTH will quickly occur. According to Health Canada, Sarrtor caused significant health effects in laboratory animals when a large dose was applied to the respiratory tract. Consequently, the precautionary wording «DO NOT breathe dust» is required on the product labels. Furthermore, commercial as well as domestic applicators are required to wear respiratory protection suitable for preventing inhalation of biological products. This type of protection is not needed for applying conventional pest control products.
# Why Green Alternatives are DISMAL FAILURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOGUS Green Alternative</th>
<th>Reasons for DISMAL FAILURE as a Green Alternative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acetic acid herbicide</strong></td>
<td>For complete control of weeds, the product MAY NEED TO BE APPLIED SEVERAL TIMES. Primary use is as a non-selective burn to kill all vegetation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FOR USE ON</strong> — Broad-leaved and grassy weeds.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ammonium salts of fatty acids herbicide</strong></td>
<td>To date, NO information on this product’s effectiveness for these pests has been scientifically published.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FOR USE ON</strong> — Moss, algae, broad-leaved weeds within vegetable and flower gardens, landscaped areas, lawns (spot treatment only), around small fruits and fruit trees, buildings and hard landscaped surfaces.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fatty acid (herbicidal soap) herbicide</strong></td>
<td>To date, NO information on this product’s effectiveness for these pests has been scientifically published.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FOR USE ON</strong> — Moss, algae, broad-leaved weeds on driveways, and patios.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Entomo-pathogenic nematode insecticides</strong></td>
<td>Entomo-pathogenic nematode insecticides cannot be consistently considered as a true alternative to conventional insecticides, since the insect pests are often ONLY SUPPRESSED, and NOT controlled. Laboratory and field tests tend to indicate that the best nematode species are only MARGINALLY EFFECTIVE in controlling insect infestations. Moreover, entomo-pathogenic nematode insecticides are NOT registered as pest control products in Canada. Neither the federal nor the provincial governments have officially scheduled or classified entomo-pathogenic nematode insecticides as a pest control product, despite the fact that they contain INFECTIVE BACTERIA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FOR USE ON</strong> — White grubs, caterpillars (cutworm and armyworm), leather-jackets.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Virtually ALL Green Alternatives are BOGUS

In the Province of Ontario, so-called RESEARCH that supports BOGUS Green Alternatives is basically conducted by organizations are the INSTRUMENTS of PROPAGANDA for Lunatic-Prohibition-Terror in the Province of Ontario.

Their research CANNOT BE TRUSTED.

Despite claims to the contrary, overall, there are NO viable, efficacious, or economical Green Alternatives to replace conventional pest control products.

There will be NO viable, efficacious, or economical Green Alternatives within our collective lifetime.

Virtually all Green Alternatives are BOGUS, displaying negative characteristics such as the following —

• Green Alternatives may be ALMOST TOTALLY INEFFECTIVE except under very specific circumstances.

• Green Alternatives may be PROHIBITED in some jurisdictions.

• Green Alternatives may be questionably HIGHER IN TOXICITY.

• Green Alternatives may be STUNNINGLY MORE EXPENSIVE to use when compared to conventional pest control products.

• Green Alternatives may be SUPPLIED by the same Environmental-Terror-Organizations that sought the prohibition of conventional pest control products.

• Green Alternatives may have NEGATIVE SIDE-EFFECTS like phyto-toxicity (an effect that adversely affects plant growth) or metal corrosion or rodent-attractant.

• Green Alternatives may NOT be registered as pest control products, and therefore, are UNREGULATED.

• Green Alternatives may NOT fully control pests, and may only provide PARTIAL SUPPRESSION.

• Green Alternatives may NOT have a full range of safety information such as HUMAN TOXICITY and ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT, which is necessary for the registration of conventional pest control products.
Green Alternatives may require EXTREMELY–HIGH–INPUTS OF ACTIVE INGREDIENT since they will otherwise be less effective — the rates and the frequency of application may be exorbitantly high.

Green Alternatives may require MORE PERSONAL PROTECTION for the user.

Green Alternatives may NOT BE SAFER, NOT BETTER, and NOT MORE EFFECTIVE.

Overall, Green Alternatives are a DISMAL FAILURE

On the other hand, conventional pest control products FULLY and EFFECTIVELY CONTROL pests, without the need for excessively repeating applications, or without using exorbitant quantities of active ingredient.

It is IMPOSSIBLE to « fit » a Green Alternatives within the CORNER–STONES FOR EFFECTIVE LAWN MAINTENANCE AND ADEQUATE PEST CONTROL.

The Beginning of the End for Green Alternatives

In 2010, the Province of Nova Scotia PROHIBITED Fiesta Herbicide, and the Province of New Brunswick PROHIBITED Corn Gluten Meal Herbicide.

CARNAGE Inflicted by Lunatic–Prohibition–Conspiracies

In those jurisdictions where Lunatic–Terrorist–Prohibition was implemented, the CARNAGE INFLECTED on the Professional Lawn Care Industry has been HORRENDOUS.

PROHIBITION–CARNAGE occurred because there were NO valid economical alternatives to replace the prohibited products.

Green Alternatives were DISMAL FAILURES.
The LUNATIC–CONSPIRACIES leading to the PROHIBITION of conventional pest control products EXTENSIVELY DAMAGED and DESTROYED the Professional Lawn Care Industry, ANNIHILATED most of its customers, thus ensuring that THOUSANDS of companies became WORTHLESS and on the verge of being OBLITERATED.

Lunatic–Terrorist–Prohibition led to LOSS OF REVENUES, BUSINESS FAILURES, BANKRUPTCY, and UNEMPLOYMENT.

Prohibition–Terrorist–Organizations have continued to BASELESSLY SMEAR, FALSELY ACCUSE, GROTESQUELY PUNISH, INNOCENTLY CONVICT, SHAMELESSLY PERSECUTE, and WRONGFULLY DEPRIVE those people working in the Professional lawn Care Industry who used pest control products that were, in fact, FEDERALLY LEGAL, SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE, and TOTALLY IRREPLACEABLE.

The owners, employees, and families dependent on Professional Lawn Care businesses have faced TERROR, DESPAIR, and DESTITUTION because of Lunatic–Terrorist–Prohibition leading to NEEDLESS and SENSELESS PROHIBITION of pest control products.

Because of Lunatic–Terrorist–Prohibition, Professional Lawn Care businesses, which at one time provided a good living and some equity for eventual sale for retirement, became WORTHLESS!

Because of Lunatic–Terrorist–Prohibition, DAMAGES to the Professional Lawn Care Industry were EXTENSIVE because there were NO valid economical alternatives to replace the prohibited products.

Consequently, Professional Lawn Care Companies were UNABLE to provide adequate weed and insect control, and were UNABLE to keep their customers satisfied.

In 2010, EXTENSIVE DAMAGES in the Province of Ontario alone reached 500,000,000 DOLLARS, with up to almost 800 BUSINESS FAILURES and BANKRUPTCIES.

40 to 70 per cent of Professional Lawn Care customers were ANNIHILATED.

Because of Lunatic–Terrorist–Prohibition, Professional Lawn Care businesses were forced to TERMINATE many or most of their employees — up to 12,500 became UNEMPLOYED.

It was IRONICAL that people employed by Prohibition–Terrorist–Organizations remained SAFE, SECURE, WELL–PAYING LUNATIC–TERRORIST JOBS ... AT THE EXPENSE OF THE JOBS THEY DESTROYED IN THE PROFESSIONAL LAWN CARE INDUSTRY.

Consequently, a consensus is building among members of lawn care franchise companies to seek damages with a class–action lawsuit against any parent–company that DID NOT adequately oppose or prepare for PROHIBITION — these parent–companies FAILED to provide their franchise members with RELIABLE, EFFICACIOUS, and ECONOMICAL Alternative Green Products.
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If something sounds too good to be true ...